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FrozenQubits: Boosting Fidelity of QAOA by Skipping Hotspot Nodes

Abstract
Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) is

one of the leading candidates for demonstrating the quan-
tum advantage using near-term quantum computers. Unfortu-
nately, high device error rates limit us from reliably running
QAOA circuits for problems with more than a few qubits. In
QAOA, the problem graph is translated into a quantum circuit
such that every edge corresponds to two 2-qubit CNOT oper-
ations in each layer of the circuit. As CNOTs are extremely
error-prone, the fidelity of QAOA circuits is dictated by the
number of edges in the problem graph.

We observe that majority of graphs corresponding to real-
world applications follow a “power-law“ distribution, where
some hotspot nodes have significantly higher number of con-
nections. We leverage this insight and propose “FrozenQubits“
that freezes the hotspot nodes or qubits and intelligently parti-
tions the state-space of the given problem into several smaller
sub-spaces which are then solved independently. The corre-
sponding QAOA sub-circuits are significantly less vulnerable
to gate and decoherence errors due to the reduced number
of CNOT operations in each sub-circuit. Unlike prior circuit-
cutting approaches, FrozenQubits does not require any ex-
ponentially complex post-processing step. Our evaluations
with 5,300 QAOA circuits on 8 different quantum computers
from IBM shows that FrozenQubits can improve the quality
of solutions by 8.73x on average (and by up to 57x), albeit
utilizing 2x more quantum resources.

1. Introduction
Near-term quantum computers with few dozens of noisy
qubits can already outperform supercomputers for certain
tasks [11, 107]. Soon, we expect these Noisy Intermediate
Scale Quantum (NISQ) [88] devices to provide computational
advantages for real-world applications such as estimating the
ground state energy of molecules [88, 78] and discrete opti-
mizations [45]. Unfortunately, NISQ programs are vulnerable
to errors due to noise and their fidelity is low. To leverage
NISQ systems for practical problems, the application fidelity
must be increased.

Quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) [45,
21] is regarded as a leading candidate for demonstration of
quantum advantage on NISQ devices. It approximates the
ground state or a configuration with the lowest energy value
of a physical system, called Hamiltonian. QAOA promises
computational advantages for various industry-scale applica-
tions [32, 106, 30, 100, 35], where the objective is to minimize
or maximize a cost function. Solving a problem using QAOA
is a two-step process, as shown in Figure 1. First, the problem

is mapped into a p-layer parametric quantum circuit with 2p
parameters and executed for thousands of trials. Next, the ex-
pectation value of the output distribution is used by a classical
optimizer to adjust the parameters. The process is repeated
until the optimal parameters of the circuit have been found.
Unfortunately, noisy devices limit us from running QAOA
problems of practical scale [56].
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Figure 1: Problem solving using QAOA

The number of two-qubit CNOT operations in a QAOA
circuit increases linearly with the number of edges in the prob-
lem graph, as each edge typically corresponds to controlled
rotations with two CNOTs, as shown in Figure 1. CNOT op-
erations are highly error-prone and incur long latencies. For
example, CNOTs have an average error-rate of 1% on Google
Sycamore [5] and takes 400ns on average on IBM devices
(10x slower than single-qubit gates). The problem compounds
as most NISQ devices have limited connectivity and com-
pilers are forced to introduce qubit movement operations (in
the form of SWAPs) to perform two-qubit gates between un-
connected qubits that further increase the number of CNOTs
required and depth of circuits. Post-compilation, the number
of CNOTs scales super-polynomial with the number of edges
in the problem graph. The high error-rates of CNOT opera-
tions and inability of qubits to retain information beyond a
few micro-seconds on near-term systems cause the fidelity of
practical QAOA problems [54] to become vanishingly small
as a result of large CNOT count and circuit depth.

We observe that although most QAOA studies focus on 3-
regular or fully-connected graphs, real-world problems follow
power-law (or Pareto) distribution [31, 17, 50, 74, 81, 59, 4,
49]. This means only a small number of nodes have much
higher connectivity than others. For example, Figure 2 shows
the number of connections for 1300 airports in the United
States. We observe that some airports (known as hotspots
or hubs) have a significantly larger number of connections
or edges than others. The ten busiest airports have 10x con-
nections compared to the average connectivity of all airports.
From the perspective of QAOA, these nodes with significantly
higher connectivity than the average contribute to a greater
number of CNOT operations in the parametric circuit than
others. We leverage this insight and propose FrozenQubits to
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Figure 2: Node degree of the U.S. airport traffic graph follows
the power-law distribution. Hotspots or hubs have significantly
higher connectivity than the average.

improve the fidelity of QAOA problems.
In FrozenQubits, we freeze some of the nodes with the high-

est degree of connectivity. This drops the edges connected
to these nodes resulting in a circuit with fewer CNOTs and
lower depth. We explain our design using the example shown
in Figure 3. Here, node z6 is connected to six other nodes and
contributes to 12 CNOTs in the original QAOA circuit. Note
that this is under the assumption that the device topology is
such that the compiler does not need to introduce any SWAPs.
On real NISQ machines with limited connectivity, the CNOT
count and depth will be even higher. The probability of in-
troducing SWAPs for a node increases with the number of
connections. Therefore, for QAOA circuits, hotspot nodes
with significantly higher connectivity typically tend to have
larger SWAP overheads compared to nodes with lower con-
nectivity. Our proposed solution freezes node z6 and creates
two sub-circuits, resulting in 50% reduction in the number of
CNOTs in each sub-circuit. This also eliminates any SWAPs
that would have been otherwise required for the CNOTs cor-
responding to the edges for node z6. The reduction in SWAP
overheads will depend on the topology of the target device.

Freezing z6
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Figure 3: Freezing z6 (the hotspot node) drops 6 edges.

In FrozenQubits, we identify a hotspot node (which corre-
sponds qubits with the highest number of CNOTs), freeze it by
substituting the value of each qubit with its two possibilities,
-1 and +1. This partitions the state-space of the given prob-
lem into two smaller problems whose corresponding QAOA
circuits are significantly less vulnerable to errors, and solve
the resultant sub-circuits independently. In general, freezing
m qubits will result in 2m circuits. Note that, usually prob-
lem graphs have only a few hotspots, as shown in Figure 2.
Thus, a small value of m is sufficient and our default design

uses m = 1,2. The challenge with FrozenQubits is that we
do not know which sub-circuit includes the global optimum
and therefore, we need to run all 2m sub-circuits to find the
solution. However, we observe that majority of these sub-
circuits are pairwise symmetric whereby flipping all bits of
any point in one sub-space is a point in the other sub-space
with an identical cost. We leverage this insight to reduce the
complexity of FrozenQubits by only solving one of these pair-
wise symmetric sub-circuits and then inferring the result of the
other sub-circuit. For example, freezing node z6 in Figure 3
results in two circuits, one for z6 =+1 and one for z6 =−1,
but we only evaluate one of them and postprocess its output
distribution to evaluate the other circuit.

We note that FrozenQubits is significantly different than
circuit cutting. For example, with CutQC [103], a circuit is
decomposed into 2c sub-circuits by cutting c edges from the
circuit graph and the sub-circuits are executed separately. The
output distribution is obtained using tensor products. While
this approach is promising, it is not applicable to practical
QAOA circuits because: (1) for real-world graphs, c must be
greater than the number of hotspots which is impractical as the
number of sub-circuits and complexity of the post-processing
step grows exponentially with c, (2) partitioning multi-layer
QAOA circuits is nontrivial, and (3) exponentially complex
post-processing can bottleneck the tuning of circuit parame-
ters. On the contrary, FrozenQubits does not require evalua-
tion of all the sub-circuits or involve any post-processing step
that incurs exponential complexity. Similarly, edge cutting
has been proposed for partitioning large graphs into smaller
sub-graphs and running the sub-graphs on smaller quantum
computers [68]. However, edge-cutting power-law graphs
is nontrivial as hotspot nodes appear in all sub-graphs that
degrades the accuracy of the output distribution estimation. In-
stead, we take an orthogonal approach in this paper to simplify
the search space of QAOA.

Our evaluations with over 5,300 circuits on 8 different real
quantum computers from IBM show that FrozenQubits can
obtain up to 57.14x improvement in the quality of solutions
for QAOA circuits compared to the baseline, albeit running 2x
more circuits.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. We propose FrozenQubits, a novel quantum divide-and-
conquer approach that leverages the insight about most real-
world applications having power-law graphs to boost the fi-
delity of QAOA applications;

2. We observe that the search space of the most QAOA prob-
lems have symmetric sub-spaces whereby flipping all bits of
any point in one sub-space is a point in the other sub-space
with an identical cost value;

3. We leverage the observation about the symmetricity of the
search space of most QAOA problems to subside the complex-
ity of our design.
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2. Background

2.1. Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm

Quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) [45,
46, 21] is widely recognised as one of the leading candi-
dates for demonstrating quantum advantage in the near-term.
QAOA promises computational speed-up for optimization
problems in various application domains. Solving real-world
optimization problems using QAOA is a two-step process.
First, representing the optimization problem in the form of
Equation (1), which is known as Ising Hamiltonian, where
zi ∈ {−1,+1} and hi,Ji j,offset ∈ R are given constants of the
problem [70, 101, 56, 36, 96, 13, 87, 80, 12, 14, 92].

HZ :=C(z) =
N−1

∑
i=0

hizi +
N−1

∑
i=0

N−1

∑
j=i+1

Ji jziz j +offset (1)

Second, using QAOA circuit to find the optimum value of
Equation (1). QAOA promises speed-up for many applications
by accelerating this step, which is computationally expensive
on conventional computers [45, 46].

For example, to represent the Max-Cut problem using Ising
Hamiltonian, we add the zizj term to the Ising Hamiltonian for
every edge between nodes i and j and use Ji j to indicate the
weight of the edge between node i and j, as shown in Figure
4(a). If running the QAOA algorithm and finding optimum
value yield zizj =−1, it means that nodes i and j are in two
separate cuts in the QAOA solution for that Max-Cut problem.
Alternately, zizj = 1 implies the nodes belong to the same cut.

2.2. Designing QAOA Circuits

Solving Equation (1) on a quantum computer requires a QAOA
circuit with (1) N qubits, (2) one single-qubit gate for each zi
(3) two two-qubit gates, in addition to one single-qubit gate,
for each ziz j term. This comprises of a single layer in the
circuit. Thus, the number of single and two-qubit operations
in a QAOA circuit scales with the number of nodes and edges
in the problem graph, respectively. For example, Figure 4(b)
shows the QAOA circuit for an Ising Hamiltonian that rep-
resents the graph in Figure 4(a). QAOA circuits can consist
of multiple layers (p). In a QAOA circuit, zi indicates the
result of measuring qubit i. In quantum computing, when one
measures qubits |0⟩ and |1⟩ on z basis, the outcomes are the
eigenvalues of operator z, which are +1 and −1, respectively.

QAOA circuits are parametric circuits, as shown in Fig-
ure 4(b), and involves searching for the optimal values of the
parameters γ1 and β1 (which corresponds to the angles of the
single-qubit rotation gates) using a classical optimizer. QAOA
applications are run in a variational mode where the output
distributions of the circuits are used by the classical optimizer
to adjust the next round of parameters and this training process
continues until the optimizer converges. The solution of the
problem is inferred from the output distribution of the QAOA
circuit using the optimal parameters.
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Figure 4: A QAOA example: (a) graph representation of a three-
qubit Hamiltonian; (b) QAOA circuit with one layer.

2.3. Impact of Hardware Errors on QAOA Circuits

Near-term quantum devices are noisy and suffer from high
error rates. For example, qubits do not retain their information
beyond a few micro-seconds on most existing systems, a phe-
nomenon referred to as decoherence. Also, imperfections in
quantum gate and measurement operations cause programs to
encounter computational errors when programs are executed
on NISQ devices. In particular, two-qubit CNOT operations
are the dominant sources of errors on most existing NISQ
systems with an average error-rate of about 1% [5]. They also
incur long latencies (about 400 ns on exisitng IBMQ systems)
and therefore, increases the probability of decoherence. This
limits the fidelity of QAOA circuits as the problem size grows
due to an increase in the number of two-qubit operations.

NISQ devices also suffer from limited connectivity where
qubits are only connected to some of their nearest neighbors.
To execute CNOT operations between unconnected qubits,
NISQ compilers introduce SWAP operations. A SWAP is a se-
quence of three CNOT operations that inter-changes the state
of two qubits. Thus, they enable compilers to overcome the
limited connectivity of NISQ devices by routing non-adjacent
qubits next to each other. Unfortunately, SWAPs increase the
total number of CNOT operations and depth of the circuits,
making them even more vulnerable to errors. For example Fig-
ure 5 shows that the number of CNOTs of a compiled program
increases up-to 14X even for small programs. The problem
compounds when QAOA circuits with multiple layers must be
executed to accurately estimate the solution of a problem [21]
as the number of CNOT operations and depth increase, exac-
erbating the impact of hardware errors [55, 41, 56].
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Figure 5: Impact of SWAPs on fully-connected QAOA graphs
on a grid qubit architecture
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Figure 6: Overview of the FrozenQubits framework when one qubit is frozen. After freezing the hotspot qubit, we have two
sub-problems with smaller quantum circuits. Due to the symmetricity of the search space of most QAOA problems, we can skip
half of the sub-problems and find the best solution for only the remaining half sub-problems; see Appendix A.

3. FrozenQubits: Freeze the HotSpots

We present FrozenQubits, an application-level software frame-
work, to increase the fidelity of QAOA applications by freez-
ing or skipping hotspot nodes and solving sub-problems with
smaller more reliable quantum circuits. In this section, we
provide our insight and explain the design of FrozenQubits.

3.1. Insight and Goal: Leverage Application Characteris-
tics to Improve Fidelity of QAOA Circuits

The goal of this work is to decrease the impact of two-qubit
gate errors, which are the main source of errors in QAOA
circuits run on near-term quantum computers. To achieve
this goal, we design a software framework that reduces the
number of two-qubit gates of the QAOA circuit by leveraging
application-level properties of real-world problem graphs.

Insight: In real-world problem graphs, not all nodes con-
tribute equally to the QAOA circuit.

Power-Law Graphs: In most natural and artificial graphs,
the degree of connectivity—number of edges connected to
a node—of a small number of nodes are much higher than
the rest of nodes. In other words, the degree distributions of
most real-world application graphs follow Power-Law distribu-
tion [31, 17, 50, 74, 81, 59, 4, 49, 61]. For example, Figure 7
shows the graph for friendship relations on a social network.
From this figure, we observe that the majority of people in
many friendship interactions have only a few connections to
other people, whereas some people, such as influencers, are
hotspots and connected to many others in the network [2].
Table 1 shows various examples of power-law graphs in real-
world problem domains along with the application of QAOA
to solve them on near-term quantum computers.

In QAOA, the number of edges for a node determines the
number of two-qubit CNOT gates, contributed by that node to
the quantum circuit. Therefore, the hotspots contribute to a
significantly larger number of CNOT gates in the QAOA cir-
cuits, compared to the other nodes, for real-world applications.

Figure 7: A power-law network representing the metadata from
a social network. The size of nodes are proportional to the
degree of nodes. This figure is derived from [2].

Table 1: Power-Law Graphs for Real-World Problems and The
Usage of QAOA to Solve Them.

Domain
Sub-Domain Power-Law QAOA

Example Application

Transportation
Vehicle Routing [7, 23, 75] [22, 15, 48]

Supply Chain [58, 102] [1, 22]

Biology
Protein Folding [89, 72, 95] [47, 93, 44]

DNA Sequences [28, 34, 85] [94, 27]

Finance and Portfolio [6, 43, 109] [16, 42, 24, 19]

Economics Optimization

Auctions [62] [42]

3.2. Overview of FrozenQubits

The number of two-qubit gates in QAOA circuits scales with
the number of edges. In real-world problem graphs, some
nodes are hotspots and contribute more to the number of edges.
Using these characteristics of graphs, we propose Frozen-
Qubits, an application-level software framework that improves
the fidelity of QAOA applications. FrozenQubits freezes the
hotspot qubits meaning it removes those qubits and their as-
sociated two-qubit gates from the circuit. This divides the
problem into smaller sub-problems of which the associated
quantum circuits are less vulnerable to error. Figure 6 shows
an overview of FrozenQubits scheme for freezing one qubit.
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3.3. Freezing Qubits and Defining Sub-Problems

When one freezes a qubit, it means that the qubit, along with
the gates connected to it, are eliminated from the circuit. By
freezing the qubit we assume that we measure that qubit in
z-basis. There are two possibilities for the result of measure-
ments in z-basis, +1 or −1. For each of these possibilities, we
need to define a sub-Hamiltonian. Let qubit k be the one frozen
by the FrozenQubits. The two sub-Ising Hamiltonians Hzk=+1

Z
in Equation (2) and Hzk=−1

Z in Equation (3) are obtained by
substituting zk in the original Ising Hamiltonian HZ with +1
and −1, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the notations used
in defining the original Hamiltonian and sub-Hamiltonians.

Table 2: Notations of Ising Hamiltonians for a Given Problem
and Sub-Problems After Freezing

Notation Definition

HZ ∑
N−1
i=0 hizi +∑

N−1
i=0 ∑

N−1
j=i+1 Ji jziz j +offset,

shows the Ising Hamiltonian of the original problem

zi Result of measuring qubit i in z-basis; zi ∈ {−1,+1}
Ji j Coefficient of quadratic term ziz j in Hz. In graph

representation, it indicates the weight of the edge

between node i and node j.

hi Coefficient of linear term zi in Hz. In graph

representation, it indicates the weight of the node i.

In Max-Cut problem, the weight of all nodes are zero,

hi = 0,∀i.

Hzk=+1
Z Ising Hamiltonian of a sub-problem for measurement

result +1 after freezing qubit k

Hzk=−1
Z Ising Hamiltonian of a sub-problem for measurement

result −1 after freezing qubit k

hzk=+1
i Linear coefficient in Hzk=+1

Z , after freezing qubit k,

for node i which is equal to hi + Jk,i + Ji,k .

hzk=−1
i Linear coefficient in Hzk=−1

Z , after freezing qubit k,

for node i which is equal to hi − Jk,i − Ji,k .

offsetzk=+1 Offset of Hzk=+1
Z , after freezing qubit k, which is

equal to offset+hk

offsetzk=−1 Offset of Hzk=−1
Z , after freezing qubit k, which is

equal to offset−hk

Hzk=+1
Z =

N−1

∑
i=0
i̸=k

hzk=+1
i zi +

N−1

∑
i=0
i ̸=k

N−1

∑
j=i+1

j ̸=k

Ji jziz j +offsetzk=+1 (2)

Hzk=−1
Z =

N−1

∑
i=0
i̸=k

hzk=−1
i zi +

N−1

∑
i=0
i ̸=k

N−1

∑
j=i+1

j ̸=k

Ji jziz j +offsetzk=−1 (3)

As shown in Equation (2) and Equation (3), each sub-
problem corresponds to exactly one half of the state-space
of HZ—one sub-problem for substituting zk with +1 and an-
other sub-problem for substituting zk with -1. Repeating the

substituting process for remaining qubits on the resulting sub-
problems will partition the state-space of HZ into much smaller
sub-spaces. More specifically, freezing m qubits will partition
the state-space of HZ into 2m sub-spaces, and any of the result-
ing sub-problems will have N −m variables and accordingly
their associated sub-circuit will have N −m qubits.

From a graph representation viewpoint, substituting zk
drops all edges that are connected to zk. Figure 8(a) illustrates
the process of freezing qubits using the graph representation
of an example problem with four qubits. Substituting z3 with
+1 and -1 results in two sub-problems with three qubits. Figure
8(b) shows the state-space of sub-problems when we substitute
z3 with -1 and +1. The union of all sub-spaces is identical to
the state-space of the original problem of interest.
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Figure 8: Example of freezing a qubit for an Ising Hamiltonian
with four qubits. Substituting z3 with +1 and -1 results in two
sub-problems with three spin variables in each.

For each sub-Hamiltonian, we need to run the classical op-
timization step on each associated QAOA circuit. All the sub-
Hamiltonians of the original problem have the same quadratic
forms. However, they vary in terms of offsets and linear coeffi-
cients. Therefore, the general structure of the QAOA circuit for
all sub-Hamiltonians is similar and they only differ in terms
of angles of the rotation gates. These angles are trainable
parameters learned during the optimization of QAOA.

Note that unlike the given problem where all linear coeffi-
cients were zero, the resulting sub-problems have non-zero
linear coefficients (i.e., hk ̸= 0). As shown in Figure 4, every
linear term of HZ (with a linear coefficient of hk) correspond-
ing to an Rz gate in each layer of the QAOA circuit. However,
Rz gates are software gates and do not impact the fidelity.
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3.4. Optimizing Number of Qubits to Freeze: A
Fidelity-Cost Trade-off

The performance of FrozenQubits depends on the number
of qubits frozen. However, there exists a trade-off in the
fidelity improvement and the quantum cost of freezing qubits.
While freezing an increased number of qubits allow us to
drop a larger number of CNOT operations and design smaller
sub-circuits that execute with greater fidelity, the quantum
cost of executing the sub-circuits grow exponentially. More
specifically, the quantum cost of freezing m qubits is O(2m).

Finding the optimum number of qubits to freeze is non-
trivial. To overcome this challenge, FrozenQubits leverage
the insight that for most real-world applications that follow
Power-law distribution, the number of dropped edges per qubit
decreases quickly for the hotspots (due to higher connectivity)
but the pace of CNOT reduction decreases for additional nodes
beyond the hotspots. Thus, freezing only a limited number of
nodes is sufficient. We confirm our insights using experiments
on real systems and observe that freezing additional nodes
beyond a certain point has diminishing returns (we defer the
discussion to Section 5.1.3). Thus, FrozenQubits can leverage
circuit properties such as CNOT counts and depth to determine
the number of qubits to freeze for a given application. As
FrozenQubits is scalable frameworks, we leave it up to the
user to select the number of qubits to freeze. Our default
design considers dropping up-to two qubits.

3.5. Which Qubits to Freeze?

For a given QAOA problem, FrozenQubits can choose m
qubits to freeze from NCm possibilities. However, instead of
randomly selecting qubits from all possibilities, FrozenQubits
selects the m qubits corresponding to the hotspots in the prob-
lem graph. The insight is that freezing hotspots in real-world
problem graphs allows FrozenQubits to drop the maximum
number of CNOT operations in the QAOA circuit. Moreover,
hotspots also contribute to a larger number of SWAP opera-
tions compared to other nodes. Therefore, freezing hotspots
allow FrozenQubits to also reduce the SWAP overheads to a
much larger extent compared to other nodes.

3.6. Decoding Outcomes

After finding the optimum value of each sub-problem, we need
to find the final solution of the original problem. FrozenQubits
partitions the state-space of the input problem into smaller sub-
spaces and explores them independently via running multiple
smaller QAOA programs. Every sub-problem corresponding
to one of the sub-spaces while each includes N −m qubits.
Therefore, we can find the solutions with the best objective
value, the lowest cost value, by just calculating the minimum
of the solutions of the sub-problems. FrozenQubits, in contrast
to previous works, has no postprocessing and no cost for find-
ing the final solution after solving the sub-problems, except
finding the minimum over the solutions of the sub-problems.

3.7. Tackling the Overheads of FrozenQubits

When we freeze m qubits, we will have 2m smaller quantum
circuits. This growth in the number of circuits increases the
overheads because 1) we need to compile the circuits for
execution on a quantum computer and 2) we need to merge the
solution of sub-problems to find the solution for the primary
problem. Here, we discuss how we tackle these overheads
using the characteristics of sub-problem Hamiltonians.
3.7.1. Reducing the Compilation Overhead: Freezing m
qubits results in O(2m) separate QAOA sub-problems. To find
the solution of each of sub-problems, we run optimization
steps on their associated QAOA circuit. However, these cir-
cuits only vary in terms of angles of rotation gates. This is
because all the Hamiltonians of sub-problems have the same
terms, and they only differ in terms of different coefficients
and offset values. Therefore, we only compile one template
circuit, and edit the resulting compiled circuit for generating
executable circuits for all sub-problems. Editing the compiled
circuit means embedding hi and Ji j into the angles of the cor-
responding Rz rotations. This approach significantly reduces
the compilation overhead of FrozenQubits.
3.7.2. Pruning Sub-Problems: When we freeze a qubit and
create two sub-problems by substituting the frozen qubit z
value in the Hamiltonian with −1 and +1, the state-space of
these two sub-problems can be symmetric. For example in Fig-
ure 8(b) and Figure 8(c), the values of C(z) is symmetric with
respect to z. This means flipping all z values of any row from
Figure 8(b)—i.e., +1 →−1 and −1 →+1—corresponds to a
row in Figure 8(c) and vice versa. In fact, this symmetricity ap-
pears in all Hamiltonians with all zero linear coefficients—the
proof is provided in Appendix A.

FrozenQubits leverages this symmetricity in Hamiltonians
to mitigate the quantum cost. When a qubit is frozen and all lin-
ear coefficients of the parent problem are zero, FrozenQubits
execute QAOA steps on just one of the sub-problems. After
training the QAOA parameters for any of the sub-problems,
one flips the z values of the solution to construct the output dis-
tribution of the other sub-problem. This pruning significantly
mitigates the quantum cost of FrozenQubits.

3.8. Scalability of FrozenQubits

Let m be the number of qubits to freeze, N be the number
of qubits, s be the number of distinct outcomes in an output
distribution, and |J| be the number of quadratic terms in Hz.

Quantum complexity The quantum resource utilization in
FrozenQubits scales exponentially with the number of skip-
ping qubits, O(2m). In most cases, however, we can eliminate
a significant number of sub-problems and substantially subside
the quantum overhead of FrozenQubits, without compromis-
ing the performance of the primary QAOA application (we
discussed it in Section 3.7.2). It is crucial to emphasize that m
does not scale with N and for power-law graphs m ≪ N.
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Circuit compilation complexity: Assuming that all sub-
problems are run on the same quantum computer, Frozen-
Qubits only compiles one template circuit; accordingly, the
compilation complexity scales with O(1). This takes signifi-
cantly less time compare to compiling the QAOA circuit for
the baseline.

Time complexity: The complexity of required tasks to be per-
formed on a classical (non-quantum) computer depends on the
complexity of different components. The complexity for iden-
tifying the top m hotspot nodes is O(N +m logm) , assuming
that the adjacency list of the graph representing HZ is avail-
able. The complexity order of forming the adjacency list in
the worst case (i.e., fully connected graphs) is O(N2). A node
is connected to at most N −1 other nodes; therefore, freezing
m nodes scales with O(mN), and forming sub-problems scales
with O(ms2m) . Decoding every outcome (whith N−m bits) to
the state-space of the original problem Hamiltonian is O(m).
Hence, inferring the final solution is O(s2m(m+N + |J|)) .
For problems at a practical scale, m ≪ N ≪ s. Therefore,
classical time complexity scales with the order of O

(
sN2),

excluding the circuit compilation time that is reduced signifi-
cantly with increasing m.

Memory complexity: To identify and freeze hotspot qubits,
FrozenQubits use the adjacency list representation of the input
problem graph which has the space complexity of O

(
N2

)
.

Since sub-problems are independent, decoding the output dis-
tribution has the space complexity of O(sN) . For QAOA ap-
plications at a practical scale, we expect that N ≪ s; thus, the
overall space complexity of FrozenQubits is O(sN).

3.9. Comparison with Prior Works That Use Sub-Circuits

CutQC is a prior studies that divides a quantum circuit into
smaller sub-circuits [26, 86, 103]. While CutQC is applicable
to any quantum circuit, it works best when there are limited
connections between qubits in the input quantum circuit. How-
ever, this is not true for QAOA and other variational quantum
algorithms. Moreover, CutQC is bottle-necked by exponen-
tially complex post-processing that scales with the number of
qubits. On the other hand, FrozenQubits freezes only some of
the hotspots (up-to 2 in our default design) to create a limited
number of circuits and does not incur such post-processing
costs. Table 3 compares FrozenQubits with CutQC.

Table 3: Comparison of FrozenQubits and CutQC.

Design Application
Overheads

Compile Quantum Post-process

CutQC Generic Linear Linear
Exponential

(in qubits)

FrozenQubits QAOA O(1)
Exponential Polynomial

(in m = 1, 2)
∗Our default FrozenQubits design only freezes up-to m = 2 qubits. For real-
world applications, freezing a few hotspots is sufficient for FrozenQubits to
be effective. Please see Section 5.1.3 for an analysis on this.

4. Methodology

4.1. Benchmarks

We study FrozenQubits on three types of graphs: (1) Power-
law, (2) 3-regular, and (3) fully-connected or SK-model
graphs. While most real-world problems follow Power-law
distribution, existing quantum computers cannot run prob-
lems at such scale as they involve hundreds of qubits. So
instead, we generate smaller Power-law graphs that mimic
the characteristics of real-world problems but can be run
on real systems available today. To generate Power-law
graphs, we use the widely accepted Barabasi—Albert (BA)
algorithm [9, 17, 18, 53, 63, 71, 108, 111, 112]. BA graphs
are associated with a preferential attachment factor dBA that
controls the the density of the graphs. We generate Power-law
graphs using the BA algorithm for dBA = 1 as prior studies
show that dBA = 1 can capture the dynamics of most real-world
systems [31]. To study FrozenQubits on denser graphs, we use
BA graphs corresponding to dBA = 2 and 3. For all the graphs,
the edge weights are randomly drawn from {−1,+1}, and all
node coefficients are set to zero [36, 56]. Figure 9 shows five
samples of the benchmark graphs used in this study.

(d) (e)(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Random graphs: (a) 3-regular, (b) SK model, (c) BA
(dBA = 1), (d) BA (dBA = 2), and BA (dBA = 3).

4.2. Baseline and Experimental Platform

Baseline: We run the QAOA circuits with the optimal circuit
parameters (determined from simulations) on the NISQ hard-
ware for 100K trials. This approach is consistent with prior
works on compilers for QAOA [8]. Note that prior works
show that additional trials do not improve application fidelity
once the distribution saturates after a certain point [40]. To
compile each circuit, we use IBM’s Qiskit tool-chain with
noise-adaptive routing and the highest optimization level 3.

Quantum hardware.: We use eight IBMQ systems with
27—127 qubits: Washington, Brooklyn, Montreal, Auckland,
Toronto, Mumbai, Hanoi, and Cairo.

4.3. Figure of Merit

We evaluate the application fidelity of QAOA circuits using
Approximation Ratio Gap (ARG) from prior works [8, 38, 57],
defined in Equation (4).

ARG = 100×
∣∣∣∣EVideal −EVreal

EVideal

∣∣∣∣ (4)

where EVideal and EVreal denote the expected values of the
QAOA circuit on an ideal simulator and the real quantum
machine, respectfully. ARG ∈ [0,+∞]), and lower is better.
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5. Evaluation

5.1. FrozenQubits on Power-Law graphs

We evaluate FrozenQubits using Barabasi Albert (BA)
graphs [17] that represent most power-law graphs [31].

5.1.1. Impact of Number of CNOTs and Circuit Depth
Figure 10(a) shows that FrozenQubits reduces the number of
CNOTs by 3.13x on average when only one qubit is frozen.
The CNOT count reduces by 7.19x on average when two qubits
are frozen. Figure 10(b) shows the impact of FrozenQubits
on circuit depth. Freezing a single qubit reduces circuit depth
by 2.23x on average. Note that the CNOT counts and circuit
depth includes the overheads from SWAP operations. Freezing
two qubits reduces depth by 3.65x on average.
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Figure 10: (a) CNOT counts and (b) Depth of QAOA and Frozen-
Qubits (FQ) circuits, when m = 1 and 2 qubits are frozen.

5.1.2. Impact of FrozenQubits on Application Fidelity
Figure 11 shows that FrozenQubits improves the Approxima-
tion Ratio Gap (ARG) of the power-law (BA) QAOA circuits
by 6.75x on average and by up-to 47.04x when one qubit
is frozen (m = 1). Freezing 2 qubits improves the ARG by
11.29x on average and by up-to 57.14X.
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Figure 11: Approximation Ratio Gap (ARG) on IBM-Montreal
using standard QAOA and FrozenQubits (FQ) for m = 1 and 2.

From Figure 11, we also observe that the fidelity of the
baseline reduces (increasing ARG) rapidly with the circuit
size. On the contrary, the ARG reduces at a much slower rate
with increasing problem size for FrozenQubits.

As FrozenQubits exploits the symmetry of the search space,
it does not incur any quantum cost when only a single node
is frozen, and freezing two qubits require twice the quantum
resources. For more information regarding how leveraging the
symmetry of search space reduces the overheads of Frozen-
Qubits, please refer to Section 3.7.2 and Appendix A.

5.1.3. Cost and Fidelity Trade-off
There exists a trade-off between the fidelity improvement
from freezing additional qubits and the quantum cost of run-
ning FrozenQubits. While freezing more qubits improves
the fidelity of QAOA circuits, it simultaneously increases the
quantum cost of FrozenQubits exponentially. However, our
evaluations show that freezing additional qubits have dimin-
ishing returns after a certain point. For example, Figure 12(a)
shows that the improvement in ARG saturates after freezing
seven qubits.

Therefore, to make a trade-off, we must: (1) determine
the quantum budget; and (2) roughly estimate the point (i.e.,
number of qubits to freeze) where the trend in improving the
fidelity plateaus. The quantum budget is user-specific and
depends on various factors such as the availability of quantum
resources and specific requirements of the applications. To
estimate the number of qubits to be frozen, we can use circuit
properties such as number of CNOTs and depth. For example,
Figure 12(b) shows that these circuit parameters can accurately
capture the application fidelity trends of the QAOA circuits.
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Figure 12: Trade-off between quantum cost and fidelity

5.1.4. FrozenQubits on Dense Power-law (BA) Graphs
To study the impact of FrozenQubits on denser power-law
graphs, we use BA graphs with dBA = 2and 3. A higher dBA
corresponds to a denser graph. Figure 13 shows that for dense
graphs (dBA = 2), when one qubit is frozen, FrozenQubits im-
prove ARG by 1.76x on average and by up-to 12.8x. Even for
very dense graphs, corresponding to dBA = 3, FrozenQubits
improve the ARG by 1.43x on average and by up-to 14.1x.
Freezing two qubits enhance the performance even further, as
shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Approximation Ratio Gap (ARG) of denser BA graphs
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(a) Baseline (b) FQ(m=1) (c) FQ(m=2)

Figure 14: Classical optimizer landscape for (a) baseline, (b) FrozenQubits with m = 1, and (c) FrozenQubits with m = 2, on IBMQ-
Auckland for a 20-qubit power-law graph. Note that the landscapes are not identical as the search-space of the Hamiltonians in
FQ(m = 1) and FQ(m = 2) correspond to half and quarter of the search-space, respectively.

5.2. FrozenQubits on Regular Graphs

We study FrozenQubits on two types of regular graphs: (1)
3-regular graphs and (2) the Sherrington–Kirkpatrick (SK)
model (or fully connected graphs) [96, 56, 21]. Figure 15
shows that FrozenQubits improves the ARG of QAOA for
3-regular graphs by 1.25x on average (and by up to 4.52x).
For SK-model graphs, the ARG improves by 1.28x on average
and by up to 3.79x when a single qubit is frozen. Freezing two
qubits improves the effectiveness of FrozenQubits further.
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Figure 15: Approximation Ratio Gap (ARG) of (a) 3-regular and
(b) SK model graphs on IBM-Montreal

5.3. Sensitivity of FrozenQubits to Machines

Figure 16 shows that freezing one qubit across different ma-
chines improves the mean ARG of QAOA by 3.69x on average
and by up to 5.20x. The ARG improves by 7.8x on average
and by up to 13.16x when two qubits are frozen.
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Figure 16: Average ARG improvement across IBMQ-systems

5.4. Impact of Quantum Resources on the Baseline and
Understanding FrozenQubits For Training QAOA

Executing the Baseline for More Trials: The fidelity of
the baseline does not improve once the output distribution
saturates after few thousands of trials due to correlated errors.
This has been reported in prior works [40]. Recent QAOA
studies from Google uses 25K trials for programs using up-to
25 qubits, whereas our baseline is executed for 100K trials.

Executing the Baseline for More Iterations: QAOA is run in
a variational mode in which a parametric circuit is executed on
the NISQ device and the parameters are adjusted by a classical
optimizer based on the outputs, until the optimal parameters
are found. The performance of QAOA depends on (1) the
fidelity of the circuits and (2) the ability of the optimizer to
tune the circuit parameters using the output of the quantum
circuits. Unfortunately, noisy outputs impact the training as the
circuits lose their sensitivity to parameters changes [56, 101].

To understand the impact of FrozenQubits on the training
process of QAOA, we run the baseline and FrozenQubits for
a 20-qubit power-law graph across a 50× 50 optimization
landscape and compute the approximation ratio (AR) as:

AR =
Expected Value

Cmin
where Cmin is the global minima. Each point on the grid
denotes a unique combination of the two circuit parameters for
QAOA (γ and β ). AR ∈ [−∞,1] and is maximum when all
outcomes in the output distribution are global optima [56, 101].
Note that we perform this analysis on the grid to compare the
baseline and FrozenQubits on the entire landscape as opposed
to a specific path traversed by the optimizer.

Figure 14 shows that the landscape of the baseline is much
more blurred due to noise, compared to FrozenQubits. This
means even if the baseline is executed for more iterations,
it may still not improve the quality of the solution as the
sensitivity of the quantum circuits is lowered by noise. On the
other hand, the reduced noise in FrozenQubits enables it to
sharpen the gradients in the parameter landscape considerably.
This means that the circuits are more sensitive to changes in
parameters in FrozenQubits, aiding the training of QAOA.
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6. FrozenQubits at Practical Scale
Demonstration of quantum advantage using QAOA requires
solving problems at the scale of several hundreds of qubits [54].
Unfortunately, we cannot run such applications on existing
quantum computers. Even a state-of-the-art device such as
53-qubit Google Sycamore cannot run QAOA benchmarks
beyond 23 qubits [56]. To evaluate the impact of FrozenQubits
at practical scale, we study its performance using 500-qubit
random power-law QAOA circuits on a 50×50 grid.

6.1. Impact on Number of CNOTs

Figure 17 shows the reduction in CNOT counts post-
compilation for a 500-qubit circuit. Increasing the number of
frozen qubits (m) reduces the number of CNOTs. For example,
freezing ten qubits results in 65.94% CNOT reduction, at the
cost of training 512 circuits independently. Further analysis
shows that 91.47% of this reduction corresponds to reduced
number of SWAP operations. Moreover, as FrozenQubits skip
hotspot nodes, SWAP reduction on average provides 10.19x
higher contribution to the total CNOT reduction, compared to
reduction of CNOTs in the QAOA circuit due to the dropped
edges corresponding to the skipped nodes (at the circuit before
compilation). We make similar observations even on denser
BA graphs, as shown in Figure 18(a).
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Figure 17: Relative CNOT reduction (dBA = 1). Higher is better

6.2. Impact on Circuit Depth

Figure 18(b) shows that FrozenQubits reduce circuit depth
by 1.47x–5.25x on average when the number of qubits frozen
increase from one to ten.
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Figure 18: Relative (a) CNOT counts and (b) circuit depth, for
BA benchmarks with dBA = 1,2 and 3 (lower is better).

6.3. Impact on Expected Probability of Success

It is not possible to run such large problems on existing quan-
tum computers and evaluate the performance of FrozenQubits.
Instead, we compute the Expected Probability of Success
(EPS) using an optimistic error model, where we assume 0.1%
CNOT error-rate and 0.5% readout error-rate. We also assume
a 500µ seconds decoherence time. EPS is the probability
that each gate and measurement operation remains error-free
and each qubit remains free from decoherence. It is widely
used in evaluating the performance of NISQ compilers on
large programs [8, 40, 79]. Figure 19 shows that FrozenQubits
improves the EPS by 404x on average and by up-to 515,900x.
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Figure 19: Expected Probability of Success (EPS) comparison

6.4. Impact on Compilation Time

As the sub-circuits from FrozenQubits have fewer operations
compared to the baseline and require fewer SWAPs, their
compilation time is lower. But, FrozenQubits require 2m sub-
circuits when m qubits are frozen and each of them must be
compiled into an executable. However, our approach reduces
the compilation overhead by compiling only one of the sub-
circuits and generating the remaining executables by editing it
(sequentially or in parallel). This approach reduces that compi-
lation overheads of FrozenQubits. For example, Figure 20(a)
shows that freezing ten qubits decreases the compile time by
22.06%. This reduction is significantly higher than the overall
time required to generate all the O(2m) executables, as shown
in Figure 20(b).
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Figure 20: (a) Relative compilation time. (b) Time required to
generate all executables for FrozenQubits, relative to the time
required to compile the baseline.
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6.5. End-to-End Workflow Runtime Analysis

Quantum computers are accessed via cloud services [73, 10,
33, 29, 3] and the overall runtime of a quantum circuit depends
on several factors such as (1) queuing delays, (2) execution
mode, and (3) execution time on the NISQ device. The cloud
management software frameworks differ between providers
and are evolving to provide flexibility to the users [39, 91, 90].
For example, users can access devices in dedicated or shared
mode [10]. Similarly, some device providers allow launching
multiple circuits simultaneously as part of a single cloud job,
for instance, up-to 900 circuits at-once on IBMQ systems.
[33]. To capture the diverse execution models and fairly com-
pare the runtime of the baseline and FrozenQubits, we use
an analytical model described by Equation (5), where I is the
number of QAOA iterations, τ is the number of trials, tNISQ
is the execution time for each trial, Nbatch is the number of
batches required, ∆cloud is the cloud access latency, ∆opt is the
latency of the classical optimizer, δcompile is the compilation
latency, and δpp is post-processing time needed (if any).

T = I × (τ ∗ tNISQ +∆cloud)∗Nbatch +δopt)+δcompile +δpp (5)

For our analysis, we assume (1) two execution modes: no-
batching (such as Rigetti devices [10]) and batching up-to
900 circuits as on IBMQ systems [33]; and (2) two device
access modes: shared with ∆cloud = 30 minutes and dedicated
with ∆cloud = 0. By default, we assume both the baseline and
FrozenQubits runs τ = 25K trials [56] per circuit and it re-
quires tNISQ = 1 millisecond to run a trial. We also assume
∆opt = 1 minute is the optimizer latency for an iteration, and
by default we need I = 1000 iterations per circuit. Both the
baseline and FrozenQubits compile a single circuit only once
and we assume a latency of δcompile = 2 hours. Lastly, we as-
sume post-processing time of FrozenQubits, δpp = 1 minutes.
Figure 21 compares the end-to-end runtime of the baseline,
default FrozenQubits that freezes up-to 2 qubits, and Frozen-
Qubits freezing 10 qubits. Note that, freezing only some of
the hotspots is sufficient for FrozenQubits to be effective.
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Figure 21: Overall Runtime comparison

The end-to-end runtime for both the baseline and Frozen-
Qubits depends on the execution model. The batching of
circuits allow FrozenQubits to launch all sub-circuits in an
iteration simultaneously, reducing the runtime. We use a sim-
plified model to estimate the runtime and it will be lower if a
user improves the throughput by multi-programming NISQ de-
vices [39, 69] or running circuits on multiple devices [99, 90].

7. Related Work
Software policies to improve the fidelity of NISQ applica-
tions is an active area of research. Generic policies do not
use the domain knowledge of the underlying application, and
try to improve the fidelity of NISQ computers by: (1) better
compiling quantum circuits [20, 37, 38, 52, 66, 64, 76, 77,
82, 97, 98, 105, 110]; and (2) postprocessing output distribu-
tions [25, 60, 83, 104]. These policies are orthogonal to our
proposed technique, and one may combine them with Frozen-
Qubits. Approximating quantum circuits [84, 84] and circuit
cutting techniques [103] can improve the fidelity of NISQ
computers. However, applying these techniques to QAOA
circuits with hotspots is nontrivial.

QAOA-specific policies try to leverage the domain knowl-
edge of the underlying problem for improving the fidelity
of QAOA applications [65, 67]. Reordering Pauli terms of
Hamiltonians can result in QAOA circuits with lower depth
and fewer CNOTs [8]. However, increasing the number of
CNOTs that are run in parallel can escalate the crosstalk [110].
Partial compilation of circuits in variational algorithms at the
pulse-level [51] can shorten the execution time of QAOA but
has the overheads of dealing with custom pulses.

8. Conclusion
We propose FrozenQubits, an application-level software frame-
work for boosting the fidelity of Quantum Approximate Op-
timization Algorithm (QAOA). It leverages the insight that
most natural and artificial graphs follow Power-law distribu-
tion. FrozenQubits freeze hotspot qubits and intelligently
partitions the state-space of the problem into several smaller
sub-spaces such that the corresponding QAOA sub-circuits are
significantly less robust to hardware errors on NISQ devices.
Our evaluations using 5,300 QAOA circuits on 8 IBMQ com-
puters show that FrozenQubits improve the fidelity of QAOA
circuits by 57.14x on average compared to the baseline.

A. Symmetry of Hamiltonians
Theorem 1. Any Hamiltonian with zero linear coefficients has
a symmetric landscape.

Proof. Let ẑ be the complement of z. When hi = 0 for i =
0,1, . . . ,N −1) we have:

C(z) =
N−1

∑
i=0

N−1

∑
j=i+1

Ji jziz j.

Since zi ∈ {−1,+1}, cost function can be re-written as

C(z) =
N−1

∑
i=0

N−1

∑
j=i+1

±Ji j

where the sign of Ji j will be +1 and -1 for zi = z j and zi ̸= z j,
respectively. Thus,

C(z) =C(ẑ).
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